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Murray,
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MURRAY POPULATION 10,100,

Vol. LXXVIII No. 133

NEW HOSPITAL ADMMISTRATOR NAMED
Calloway 4-H Members Attend Many Will Be.
Conference At Fontana Village At Methodist
Conference

Cadiz Man Will
Countian Admitted
ilead District Legion To Hospital In
PADUCAH 4,1 — Jewell Pat- liopkinsviHe
terson, Cadiz, elected commander
of the 1st. DistiCt, Kentucky
Chapter of the American Legion,
will be installed at the legion
state convention at Ashland. July
19.
Patterson will succeed C. R.
Jones, Paducah. Connelly Wallace, Cadiz, was named first
vice commander; Harry Green,
May field, second vice commander; and Ralph Constantine, also
of Mayfield, third vice commander.

Dr. Ryle To Bernard Harvey Will Assume
Speak Before Duties Here On July First
Rotary Club

A countian was admitted to
operative. 4-H delegates were
Bernard C. Harvey has been in the administrator's residence
West Kentucky State Hospital
selected in each county on the
appointed administrator of the at 200 So. 8th Street.
in Hopkinsville by a jury verdict
basis of local resource studies
Murray Hospital effective July
Following his appointment as
in Calleway County Court yesand reports.
I. Mr. Harvey, presently admin- administrator, Mr. Harvey stated
terday.
The theme of this, the second
istrator of the Allen County that no po I icy or personnel
He is Herman Scruggs who
Annual Regional Conference, is
War Memorial Hospital at Scotts- changes are anticipated.
has been held in county jail
"Regional Resources — A Chalville, Kentucky replaces Mr. Karl
Commenting on the financial
for several days.
lenge for 4-H Club Members."
E. . Warming who resigned to and physical aspects of the hosJailer Ed Burkeen testified
The special resource assignments
accept the position as adminis- pital, Mr. Harvey stated that
that Scruggs had been acting in
by states include "Human Retrator of the Hardin Memorial aparently the service rendered
an apparent abnormal manner
sources" — Kentucky: "AgriculHospital at Elizabethtown, Ken- to the residents of this area is
and would not accept his food
ture" — Virginia; "Industry and
tucky.
second to none and that Mr.
as long as he (Burkeen) was
Commerce" — Georgia; "Power"
Warming, the hospital staff and
present "He kept his clothes
Mr.
Harvey
accepted
his..
.
ap(Electric and Atomic)
aillsboard are to be congratulted.
off. air the time," the _jailer
pointment
at
the-monthly
Meet- - The Harvey family plans to
siAlippi; "Forestry" -- N or th
added.
ing of the Board of Director
Carolina; "Rural Organization"
move *to Murray before the end
Wells Overby. former county
of
the
hospital asSociation on of June. They will attend the
Deaf Editor i
—Tennesee; "Water" — TVA and
attorney described Scruggs as
Monday night. June 3.
The Annual Mail Box Improve"Recreation" — Alabama.
tatholic church.
a harmless alcoholic who often
ment will be observed this year went
Other special features of the
Mr. Harvey plans to spend
on strange spells because
The new administrator is 35
for a two-week period, beginprogram include the fololwing
of drinking.
years of age and has had 15 several days with Mr. Warming
ning June 3rd. The Program has
talks:
The jury reached its verdict
years of hospital experience. He before he leaves in order to
been carried on each year, but In less than
administra"Tomorrow Belongs to t h e
three minutes. County
served as administrator of the provide continuity of
the Post-Office don't feel that Judge
Youth of Today" — Paul Sanders.
Waylon Rayburn presidHaws Memorial Hospital at Ful- tion.
they have gotten the co-operation ed.
Editor of Southern Planter.
ton, Kentucky before going to
from the Patrons that they should
''Purpose of Conference" —
Scottsville. where he has been
have.
Rex Moses, President, Valley Test
hospital administrator for the
Rural
Mail
Boxes
which
Elmore
are
Dr.
Ryle
Demonstration Association.
Rev. Albert P. Shirkey
past four years.
improperly
erected
or
in un"The Region's Resources" —
During World War. II, he servDr. Elmore Ryle will speak to
PADUCAH. June 4 —Some 600 serviceable condition retard deW. M. Landess.
ed overseas for 3 years in the
the
Murray
Rotary
Club
at
12:15
livery
of mail," and expose it
'The South — The Land of delegates from Western Tennesp.m. on June 6, 1957, Dr. Ryle Medical Corp
Opportunity"--Alexander Munn. see and Western Kentucky Meth- to the weather. The Department
He is a trustee of the Kenwas a member of the Kentucky
Associate Editor, Progressive odist churches are expected to wishes to encourage rural paThomas George MacMannay Parole Board for five and one tucky Hospital Association, treaarrive here Wednesday for the trons to provide suitable recep- age 61. passed away in his sleep
Farmer.
half years,. and in May oi 1956, surer and past president of the
Leon Grogan, director of pupil
Over seventy-five scouts, par"How 4-H Contributes to Tra- 119th meeting of the Methodist tacles, erected and maintained last night at the home of his
was appointed Director of the Western Conference of the state
personel, announced today that
for easy and, safe accessibility,
ining for the suture" — Lloyd Memphis Annual Conference.
nephew. Theodore Clack, 712. Division of Probation and Parole hospital association, chairman of ents, and leaders were treated
the attendance for the 5 county
The conference is expected to presenting a neat appearance and Main Street.
to a chicken barbeque on the
Rutledge, Associate National,.4-H
in which capacity he is now the State Council on Hospital
high schools averaged 95.66 per
produce fewer transfers by min- affording protection to the mail.
Club Leader.
He came to Murray in Sep- serving.
Service
;um chairman of the cake.- tarn. Iburaday afternoon.
cent for the school year of 1E66C)airrdise 1"...fh Pasco introduced
Remarks by General Herbert isters than in past session due, Names of Box Owners should tember from Syracuse, N. Y.
57. The average for the eleneenHe is a graduate of Eastern N F I I' (polio foundation) of the
scouts and leaders and Hugh
D. V•gal, Chairman of TVA to appointments made last year be .inscribed on the side visible to make his home with his
Allen County, deputy registrar
ary schools of Faxon, Coldwater,
State
College
where
he
took
his
tor two-year terms, according to to the Carrier, and boxes and nephew. He was born in
Miller explained the camping set
Board.
Eden- A.B. degree, and his Theological of vital statistics of Allen County,
'Independence, Dexter, and the 2
William
T. Watkins,. supports should be kept paint- borough.
up at the Four Rivers ReservaThe 4-H delegates, by counties Bishop
Scotland.
Degree from the College of the a member of the V. F. W., a
units at Murray Training Schocl
ed.
Louisville.
are:
Besides his nephew. Mr. Clack, Bible at Lexington. He has for senior member of the American tion and the rules for the boys
was 94.5 per cent. The average
Where there is more than
"It is already evident that the
Ballard County: Sara Rose
he is survived by one niece. several years held important Association of Hospital Account- from Troop 77 who will attend
for the previous year for the
the week of June 23.
Fleming and Charles Hanrahan. number of moves 'his year will one box close together, they Mrs. William Gates of Williams- pastorates in t h e Chrirtian ants and a Rotarian. ,
entire county was 93.83 per cent.
Bill Adams talked about the
Calloway County: Lorna Ross be an unprecedented low," Bis- should be gr ou ped wherever town, Mass
graduate
Harvey
is
a
Mrs.
Kentucky
and
was
churches of
Grogan emphasized the increase
practicable.
relationship of parents to Scouthop Watkins said.
and Dan McCuiston.
of
He
University
of
Tennesee
was
a
the
member
of
the
pastor of the First Christian
in attendance was accomplished
Have just finished Inspecting
ing. The charter was presented
The Rev. Dr. Albert P. ShirGraves County: Carolyn GalEpiscopalian church.
Church at Stanford, at which School of Nursing. She does not to Howard Nichols of the First
through the cooperation of the
key, pastor of Mount ,Vernon the Rural Routes out of this
loway and Gayle Dobson.
nursing
continue
her
Funeral
plan
to
arrangements
are
in- time he,,was a member of the
students, parents, and teachers.
Christian Church and cards to
Li v in gs t on County: Grace Methodist Church, Washington, office, and I was surprised to complete.
State Parole Board. At the pres- career.
He especially praised the PTA's
the ciimmitteemen. Don Hall reand Jimmy Brand- D. C., wiil be guest preacher for find wonderful homes, well
Thompson
Bernare
children
The
Harvey
Friends may call at the Max ent time he is Director of Probafor their work along this line.
ceived his certificate for Scoutpainted, with beautiful lawns,
sthe conference.
stetter.
ages
10,
William
and
Lisa,
ard,
H. Churchill Funeral Home.
tion and Parole and Administradi Grogan said that Phillip Rogmeeting opens and to see such a disreputable
master Rupert Slivers and Sonny
The annual
Lyon County: Barbara leaye
5 and 3.
tor of the Interstate Compact.
'
ers, son of Mr. and Mrs. Barber
then held a court of honor
Crass
with a memorial 'service at 710 Mail Box that you have supplied
Bennett,
Rex
Stovall
and
live
plans
to
The new family
As such has set up 'a test
Rogers, had a perfect attendance
for the new scouts receiving
County: Alveta Riley p.m. (DST) Wednesday at host for the delivery of your mail
Marshall
procedure in both parole and
for
record
eight
consecutive
Methodist. It is a shame and a disgrace,
Broadway
their Tenderfoot badges.
church,
and Joe Dean Watkins.
probation which has been most
years at Kirksey High.
Hugh Oakley presented t h e
County: Pat Bother The Rev. A. L. Dickerson, Dyers- when the Post-Office Department
McCracken
successful.
Huron Jeffrey, superintendent
Tepderfoot badge to Donnie Edburg, will preach the memorial makes it possible for you to
Kenneth Scott.
several years of active
His
of Calloway Counfy schools, said and
wards, D. L. Divilbiss to Donnie
receive your mail daily Right in
Trigg Couty: Geneva Rogers sermon.,
"he was well pleased with this
The Tigers and Pirates copped experience in parole work in
Danner, Hugh Miller to Jim
Thursday morning the 250th front of your home; they bearing
Dunnagan.
him
for
qualifias
well
Kentucky
Line attendance record cf all of and Robert
of all the expense, and all they ask Babe Ruth League openers last
Ellis. and John Pasco to David
UK Extension Agents accom- anniversary of Ihe birth
the work he is now doing and
the county schools. All schools
Hull. Ryan Milk Co. donated
and girls Methodist hymn writer Charles you to do is erect a decent mail night at Little Park before a his talk should be most interestreceive their state allocation of panying the 4-H boys
The following 4-H members the milk for the barbeoue and
box with your name on it and large crowd.
Thompson, Wesley will be observed.
informative.
well
as
as
ing
school, funds on the average are: Mrs Anna C.
The Tigers overcame a eleven
are attending 4-H Junior Week Oren Hull and scouts prepared
The meeting is scheriluled to maintain it, by keeping the supArea Home Demonstratipn Agent,
Dr. iftyle is married to the at Lexington.
*daily attendance.
with the port and box painted.
run Braves margin to take a
the chicken.
Paducah, and C. 0. Aondurant, end at -noon Sunday
a
gradLeichty,
Margaret
former
ministerial appointJanet Like, Annette Palmer
We have just mailed out to 17-16 slugfest while the Slues uate of Murray State, and they
Area Agent in Farm Manage- reading of
you POD-Form 4056 calling your cashed in on Giant miscues to have two children. They are and Linda Lawson will represent
ment, Murray Volunteer leaders ments.
Calloway Coutny in the Style
attention to your mail box, and prevail 5-4.
assisting with the transportation
home in Frankfort.
The Tigers jumped on three making their
Review, and Sandra &dwell will
asking you to put it in TIP-TOP
and the conference program are
represent the 1st District with
shape as prescribed by the Check Brave flingers to cinch the conOtis Lovins, Murray. and Mr.
test in the seuenth inning. Lee
demonstratioh on "Freezing of
Marks on this Form.
Plans have been completed by and Mrs. Henry Rogers. Cadiz.
Sandwiches." These are from the
You that have mail boxes paced the Bengels with 4 hits
Lorna Ross is the daughter
the Murray Lions Club with
Kirksev 4-H Club, June Fio
without doors, must get you a in 5 times at bat. Larry Knight
The Singin Spear Family of of Mr. and Mrs. Harmon Ross,
and Donna Ruth Grogan are
new box if you continue the picked up the win in a relief
Nashville. Tennessee to present of Murray route two. She is
Misses Gail Houston, Annete delegates from Murray High 4-H
carrier to continue delivering chore.
a concert of Gospel Singing at a member of the Senior 4-H
The Braves were led at the Parks, Ventre Maddox, and Mil- Club_ Mrs. Ocus Bedwell, County
your mail. Some of you have
*the Murray State College Audi- Club and *has been treasurer,
red Van Meter, are attending 4-14 Leader, and Mrs. Barletta
had more than one notice about plate by slamming Sammy Parktorium on Saturday, June 22, recreation leader and vice-presier who hit for the cycle. a the 1957 Young Peoples Con- Wrather are attending.
was
and
speech
likes
She
dent.
your
respective
boxes
and
haven't
at 8:00 p.m.
The Murray4 Tigers left for
The boys attending are Robert
single, double, triple and homer. ference of the West Area of the
lit ,to carry out the sugcoun'Y. „Snelling winner in 1954.
they hope
__The_ _Spear
e
It -tatty - ittindes. Lexington today where
"h *ells was charged with Christilin -CITITTeh
— Walter inaekburne paces The gestions of the Department
son
the
is
McCuistion
Dan
It
known in this area from their
first state baseThe conference is being held in representing the District with a to capture their
in
individual
batthe
defeat.
Little
League
McCuistion
W.
J.
Mrs.
and
is much easier to continue getwork in television and from of Mr.
championship.
Buddy Farris collected 2 of Dawson - Springs June 3-8. Mrs dirmonstration on "Conservation ball
ting with a _500 average. The ting mail service, when you Cf/personal appearances. At the of Murray route six. He is a
The Tigers, winners of region
Dan Hutson, Prof. Gerald Me- of Livestock," from Murray High
clubbed
5
his
slugger
has
team's
3
hits
in
vanquishing
Cardinal
Concord
New
the
of
operate, than
it twill be to get
present they can be seen Mon- member
on keeping
the Giants. The losers were gow, and Rev. Howorsi Nicholas ant;.Jimmy Dunn,. Larry Dunn one, are banking
hits in 10 appearances.
you mail service renewed after
streak
day thru Friday at 6:40 a.m. Senior 4-H Club.
and 'Ronald McCage from Con- intact, the current winning
His team mate.Treddie Hendon you have been cut-off. Some of paced by David SykeS with two are teachers of the conference.
Murray
over WLAV - TV, Channel 5,
The theme this year for the cord 4-H Club, Charles Eldridge of pitcher Dan Pugh. The
and Donnie Edwards of the Cubs you have. boxes that the doors settles. Bill Young scattered five
Nashville.
junior is unbeaten in eight deare tied for second place with won't stay doted, or _perhaps hits in collecting the win. Giant conference is "For us no other and Howard Steely from Murray
Advalice ticket sales will begin
effective control was
hurler Tommy Lyons was the Way." The grobp is expected Training 4-H Club, and Mr. cisions. His
.462 mark. They also share won't
a
close; we ask that you
11 within a few days at local
largely responsible for t he i r
home Saturday afternoon.
John Vaughn, Assistant Agent.
lead in the hits departmept either fix these boxes where losing pitcher.
the
business firms, so make your
sweep through the district and
with six each.
they will open and close_ as
plans now to bring the entire
regional titles last month. •
The Top Ten
they should, or get another mail
East Kentucky sports writers
, family and enjoy a good program
Team
AB H Ave.
box.
Rev. W. L. Hill, pastor of
of Gospel Singing, a Lion official
rate the Tigers little chance of
Cards .
Blackburn
Several dealers in Murray will
South Pleasant Grove Methodist
urges.
tfini 'by, Louisville Manuel,
13 6 .462
Cards
Hendon
gladly print your name on your
Proceeds from the event will Church and Mr. Cullie Nesbitt of
their first opponent Wednesday
13 6 .462
Cubs
Edwards
mail box if you purchase the
at 410 p.m. But the Russellmen
go into the Lions treasury for Route One. Hazel, will 3Vend Hurt
7 3 .429
Cubs
box from them; others have a
were not supposed to get that
the furtherance of their projects. the Memphis Annual Conference Kerlick
10 4 .400
Yanks
nice lettered sign that they will
of the Methodist Church in Pafar according to, earlier specu11 4 .364
Yanks
Faughn
assemble your name in a small
ducah. June 5-9, as glegates
Miss Nahcy Adams, pert, pret- herself on the ukeleni, and wa.; brought her horn to New York lation.
Beds
11 4 .364
Danner
slot or frame and attach it to ty, blond and seventeen, who a daily featured artist on the with her, nor did she, even rethe local church.
Their hitting has been any.357
14
5
Yanks
Rowland
your mail box, and these are
The two, along with some 600
morning Godfrey show (CBS) member where she had left it thing but torrid all year, and
.333
2
took
weeks
6
three
out
of
her
Reds
Hutson
(Continued on Page Four)
other ministerial and lay delethat week and all the in Fulton. A phone call to Fulton Jerry Buchanan, their top slugbusy last semester at Fulton the rest of
10 3 .300
Reds
caused a frantic search that last- ger, was in a slump during
gates, will represent the 122,000 Ellis
week.
(Ky.) High School in April to next
Standings
Methodist of the Memphts Conboth playoffs. Yet the Tigers
W L Pct. GB
compete and win on an Arthur
(Continued from Front Page)
Godfrey admired her ability
ference.
through on the speed of
came
show,
1
.
1750
Godfrey
"Talent
Scout"
3
Cards
with the ukelele so much that
runners, good pitching
base
their
been
callad
back
to
New
has
3 1 .750
Yanks
'one of his special inhe
hits of Nelson
timely
the
and
York
by
Godfrey
for
a
top
spi,t
2 2 .500 2
Reds
st umehts sent to New York and
Shroat.
on his evening TV show Wed- presented it to Nancy on one of
. 0 4 .000 3
Cubs
Murray has an overall record
Mr. and Mrs. M. G. Richard- nesday night, June 5, with a the morning programs the secTong Pits Schedule
By UNITED PRESS
Monday's complete record fol- of 15-1, their lone setback at
son, Sue Caroline and Charles hint that she might stay longer. ond week she was there.
Southwest Kentucky — Mostly
Yanks vs Reds
lows:
tthe hands of Benton. Manuel
David. have returned to Murray
The Wednesday evening, hourThe William Kennel arrested Cubs vs Cards
Cloudy and mild, chance of few
Censul.
36
is a solid favorite to take the
Then when Godfrey learned
after a vacation in Missouri and long show is Godfre-f.a." feature
showers today. Partly cloudy and on a forgery charge last Saturday
65
state title. But should Murray
Adult fleds
Arkansas. They visited the fam- attraction of the week, and it that Nancy also played the trumCYCLIST HURT
Snild tonight and Wednesday. is from Puryear. Tennessee accontinue their running and
25
Emergency Beds
ily of Bert Dillihay in En.rdwell, will offer Nancy an opportunity pet, he had her send down to
High today 80. Low tonight 65. cording to Queen Martin and is
throwing game, they might polish
Patients Admitted
2
— the family of Walter West in to display all of her unusua: Fulton. Ky., for the instrument
not the William Kennel who is
BRYN MAWR, Pa. —
off the hard hitting Crimsons.
0
featured her
Patients Dismissed
Some 5:30 am. temperatures: her gradson she said. The Ledger George Barrie Jr. was slightly St. Louis, and Mr. and Mrs. musical abilities on the sam 2 and subsequently
.. .. 1
New Citizens
The Owensboro Red Devils, with
program. She is an excellent on the trumpet. The sudden reLouisville 68, Bowling Green 67, and Times is pleased to make injured when the bicycle he was James Eyer in Mei-nplii.).
are the dark horses
'riding was brushed by.,...en auto.. • Other points of interest visited vocalist who plays the ukelele quest for the instrument, inci- Patients admitted from Friday a 16-1 record
Lexingtcrn 65, Paducah 65, London this distinction.
dentally, caught Nancy 2Jnopleitua- 1.0:30 A.M. to Monday 9:30 A.M. of the tourney. They. like Murthe
well.
She
won
and
the
and
trumpet
'were
Lake
Ozarks
his
of
the
Kennel
passed
a
.pedaled
to
litapkinsville
$15.00
check
Barrie
and
as
61
mobile
Covington
63,
2, ray, carry two unbeaten pitchMelsin Farris', RI
Little "Talent Scout" contest last Apia ly. by surprise. Although an able, .Mrs
Mountains
and
at the Belk -Settle Store signed antique shop. Barrie is 78 years Ozark
70.
n o t
had
Nancy
(Continued on Page Four)
ers.
performer,
ntpanying
singing
and
ace(
22
by
Rock,
and
Hot
Springs,
Ark.
Parker.
John
by
68,
old.
Ind.,
Evansvaire,
Sixteen outstanding 4-H Members, two from Calolway County,
three adult volunteer leaders and
two Area Extension workers are
Fontana Village, North Caroa, this week participating in
cohference on resources and their
potential development in the region of the Tennesee Valley.
The Kentucky delegation with
two 4-H members from each
of eight counties left Tuesday
morning at 8:00 a.m. in a fourcar motorcade which assembled
at Cadiz. They will return Saturday. Trip scholarships to the
*onference are given by the
County Soil Improvement Cooperatives of each county and
Valley Counties of Kentucky Co-

a
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rLetter To Editor

Attendance
In Schools
Increased

Troop 77 Has

Thomas MacMannay
Dies Last Night

Tigers And Pirates
Cop Opening Games

Singing Speers To
Sing Here June 22

Blackburn
Top Hitter In
Little League

Lexington Meet
Draws Local
4-H Members

Tigers'Leave
For State
Title Try

Local Girls Will
Attend Meeting

Rev. W. L. Hill And
Cullie Nesbitt Will
Attend Conference

Nancy Adams Of Fulton,Soon To Enter Murray
State College, Is Making A Name For Herself

WEATHER 1

Richardsons Back
From Vacation

REPORT

William Kennel
Is From Puryear

t.ia

Hospital News
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THE LEDGER & TIMES
'mummer) BY

LEDGER A TIMES PUBLISHING COMPANY. bid.,
Consolidation of the Murray Ledger, The Calloway Times,
and The
Ames-Herald, October 20, 1928, and the West
Kentuckian, January
t1,
JAMES C. St LLLIAMS, PUBLISHER

We reserve the right to reject any Advertising, Letters to
the Editor,
w Public Voice items which in our opinion are not tor
the best
interest of our readers.

Record-Setting Climb

Sam Snead,
Doug Ford,
Prove Point

at the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky, for transmossio
u as
Second Class Matter

illUESCHIPTION BATES: By Carrier in Miarrey, lig• tido 10c, per
Ma& Me. In Caliowey and ed,to.using counties, per year WO;*mediate. 55.20-

TUESDAY — JUNE 4,

1957

REASONABLE FACSIMILE

•
overnor Chandler said yesterday that he did not consider the election of Miss Doris Owens as Clerk of
the Court of Appeals a "personal rebuke", it was merely
the desire of the voters, he said. _
It is our opioitm that the election of Miss Owens was
a resounding rebuke to Governor Chandler and it should
show him that the people will stand only so much of his
dictator tactics.
Governor Chandler is like so many other elected officials in one respect. Some seem to get the idea, once
they get into office, that they are the masters instead of
the servant, and that their word is law.
We think Governor Chandler will become a better
governor because of this setback. The people are
still
the master as long as they exercise their vote.
It is when they do not exercise this right that
the
reverse
_
_ _ _can _4.come
_
WM. - - , The election of, Miss Owens may not have been
a rebuke to Governor Chandler, but it was a reasonabl
e facsimile.

G

ADJUSTING HIMSELF into -AL pressurized metal
capsule (left), Air Force Capt. Joe Kittinger, 28,
is carried by a balloon (right) to an altitude of 96,000 feet or nearly 18 miles, the highest ever reached
by a manned balloon. The flight originated from
Fleming Field in South St. Paul, Minn., as part of
operation "Man High" conducted by personnel of
the Hollonian Air Development Center, New Mexico.
(International Soundphoto)

10Years Ago This Week

sasolotimmar

MAJOR LEAGUE

Ledger and Times File
Mrs. Vernon Stubblefield, Jr., Was hostess at a tea
at her home Saturday afternoon which was lovely compliment to Mrs. Robert James Stubblefield of Lexington,
a recent bride.
Mr. David Cowan, of Detroit, who with his wife and
son Jimmie, is visiting relatives in Murray
and Paris,
was entertained '1 hursday evening in honor of his
birthday with a delightful dinner party given by his
sister,
Mrs. Ray Buckingham at her home.
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Coleman, Kirksey, lioute 2, announce the marriage of 'their daughter, Clara Nell, to
George 0. Lanthram, son of Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Lanthram, Mayfield, Route 6.
The Rev. L. T. Daniel and family were entertain
with a dinner and lawn party at the home of Mr. ed
and
Mrs. Alfred Williams, of Elm Grove, on Sunday, June 1.
Tellus Caraway will rectiVe the Masons Third Degree
to be conferred by a team from Camden, Tenn,_

1

MURRAY LOAN CO.

That's right! During the month of June,
with the purchase of 100 lbs. Red Ranger Dog Food (at only $7.80) you get
OF RED RANGER
DOG FOOD

Boston at Chicago
Baltimore at Kansas City, night
Washington at Detroit
'
New York at Cleveland, night
•

NV
=WM

STANDINGS

National Lemoue
•
Cincinnati
Philadelphia
Milwaukee
Brooklyn
St. Louis
New York
Chicago
Pittsburgh

W L
28 15
25 17
24 17
24 17
20 20
18 26
13 26
14 28

Pct.
.651
.595
.583
585
.500
409
.333
.333

GB
21
/
2
3
3
61
/
2
101
/
2
13
131
/
2

NCAA To Try
Rewarding
Of Virtue
CHICAGO 01 — The National
Collegiate Athletic Assn. sat back
today to see if its policy of
rewarding virtue Was ring to
pay off.

Today's Games

The NCAA said it was reinstating the Aggies despite the
fact it had proof of at least
one rules infraction made even
after last May's peanIty.
NCAA Executive Secretary
Walter Byers said the council
decided to return the Aggies
Chicago vs Brwklyn (Jersey City, to full status because Texas
night I
A & M officials had made "a
Milwaukee at New York
number of corrective measures"
Cincinnati at Philadelphia, night since the NCAA first clamped
St. ouis at Pittsburgh, night
a lid on the school's athletic
program last May.
"The council wanted to establish the idea that it is as ready
to reward honest attempts to
W L Pct.
GB clear up a situation as it is to
Chicago
28 12 .700
clear up a situation as it is
New York
24 18 '.571
5
I,' penalise vsrongsloing," Byers
Cleveland
23 18 .581
51.41 said.
Boston
23 21 .523
7
The group also vutefl at the
Detroit
22 22 .500
8
same meeting to place the UniKansas City
19 24 .442 101
/
2 versity of Omaha on one year's
Baltimore —
17 25 .405 12
probation and to declare MonWashington
15 31 .326 16
tana State College on probation
and fully ineligible.
.
Omaha was penalized for usprofessiona
ing tWo
l base ba II
(No games scheduled).
players on its football team
despite repeated NCAA letters
of warning. Montana State, 'matet at Bozeman. had the book
Boston at Chicago, night
thrown at it for playing in the
Baltimore at Kansas City. r.ight non-santioned Aluminum Bowl
Washington at Detroit, night
last December.
Chicago at Brooklyn. night
Milwaukee at New York, night
Cincinnati at Philadelphia, night
St. Louis at Pittsburgh, night

Tomorrow's Games

FREE

OF RED

RANGER
DOG FOOD

FREE

REMEMBER DOG OWNERS.. . many
of the better dog owners and breeders feed
Red Ranger . ..how about you?

rtiofver

Cimoli Gets Homer
Gino Cirnoli also homered fir
the Dodgers, who collected nine
hits off loser Don Cardwell and
Hearn. It was Cardwell's second
agr. against three victories.
Idonday's only other major
league ga e, Hank Foiles drove
in tw
with a triple and a
gi
e the Pittsbu Trgli Pi5 victory over theuNew
ants. Eight of the Piast nine games have been
a
decided by one run.
The Pirates scored their decisive run in .he fifth inning
when Johnny O'Brien tripled
and 'dashed home en a ‘squeeze
bunt by winning pitcher Nelson
King. Joe Margoneri, the second
of five New York pitchers, absorbed the loss.
1/1
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Max H. Churchill
elitmorat Homo
alleitkotor Ambulance
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ions saiMIth Oxygen
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COLLEGE
CLEANERS
FREE Pick-up a Delivery
Free Moth Proofing
Alteration SorvIce•
WALTER

WATERFIELD
owner

1411 Olive Blvd.

Ph. 130

A New High
in Performance!
Phillips ó7Announces

Apart
block
ments
car r
living
a nic
than

NEW-714A7del
•
•

-;
Phillips 66 keeps paee with the octane and
power requirements of the new super-cars by
bringing iou its new FtxrF,-Fue.a., blended
for super-performance! Nottonly new cars,
but older cars, too, will benefit from the remarkable new performance qualities of new
Phillips66 FLITE-FUEL. This better-than-ever

nits-Ft:EL is bleadcd for lora tb it 7og vondilions. It's the only gasoline containing od.1-4
Di-isopropyi. It'a clean b- irning' I' Ilan
ln,ig
high octane for smooth
age. You'll discover a tie Tigi• iti pLrfornie,,,,
when you fill up with new Fyyrr..P,Trir.
•
your Phillips 66 Dealer's.

•

• -;

if
yo

PHILLIPS PETROLEUM COMPANY
•

IF
wishes to announce

Calloway County Soil
Imp. Assn.
Phone 207

pitch by Philadelphia
Jim Hearn.

Fight Results

DR. DOUGLAS WALLACE

The

Murray,

By TIM MORIARTY
United Press Sports Writer
Johnny Pudres of the Brooklyn Dodgers, who claims he can
"beat those blankety-blank Yankees any day of the week," is
acting Just as tough these days
with the boyS in his own National League backyard..
Released from the-Wits5,
year because of a ch ni back•
atImells$ the
estion
at the start 0
hethat
w, tdbuld rec
-4114spdfled t
195 WorldSeries.
Podres admits his back still is
troubling him but he's also giving the rival hitters a pain in
the neck.

4'-a shutout vim
Attif.1.20-

Yesterday's Results
Today's Games

CANS

Back Still Hurts Him But
Pitchers Have Pain In Neck

TUESDAY

American League

When you purchase a 25 lb. bag (at
only $2.05) you get

2

Tomorrow's Games

Yesterday's Results

We've Gone To
The Dogs Again
10 CANS

New York at Cleveland, night

Don Plowden
Breaks Four
Minute Mile

NEW ROCHELLE, N. Y. art —
SAN JOSE, Calif.
— SplinSam Snead proved by his week- ter-thin Don Bowden, who
ran
end victory in the Palm Beach a 3:58.7 mile Saturday
night
Round Robin tournament that to become the first
American
when his putting touch is good to break the four-m
inute barhe's as tough to beat as any rier, said today his
future track
golfer there is.
career involves "two aims."
And Doug Ford, the Masters
—"I want to break John
champion and ledding" otnney: Ldndy% skoarld record
of 3:58."
winner on the pro circuit, demon—"I want to redeem mysey
strated that he cao blow up. for my 1556 019rnpic
showing
just like any week-end golfer.
'when he finished back inA;pt e
Snead, trailing bat,..20.410dalards' 1100 silheters
pee4+0' "4•••
after Ford started off Sunday's
The first aim must await next
fifth round with four straight year, as the
6-3 California junior
birdies, shot a four-under-par says he is -finis
hed as a miler,
67 to win the $3,000 first prize this year."
The latter goal, he
in the Palm Beach tournament. hopes 'to
attain, in the 1969
Ford lost his big advantage when Rome Olympic
Ga
Proved Real Stopper
he shot four straight bogeys and
At this earls.took a 71 that left him in second caresp
Manager Walt Alston,
ears a cinch
place.
do both.
a
ekw.cr.,a buciding
Ben Hogan, who will be seekThe youngest, at 20, ever—to
•'••
.le7Nasii•gcl,
ing an unprecedented fifth Na- better four
on
P.. -• • :'
, ""
- f+irffo '1t''t15 -face
minutes, he has imtional Open title next week. had proved
tremendously each year. the surprising Philadelp
a fifth-round 70 and tied for His previous
best individual mile, lies. Johnny proved to be a real
third place with Tommy Bolt from -a standing'
start, was 4:69.9, "51012Peir"low heidaditiecInth dor
of Los Angeles. Each had 14 posted earlier
. in the season. Sea to three rrieaptk AIM&
points, Bolt shooting a final- But the
die was Cast when he potting a
round .72,
turned-- a 4flt.6 anchor
on
Next in the standings came the California
medley relay team ward, "My anti vot.,140 If/
Fred Hawkins of El Paso, Tex., two weeks
fourth Inning
P Rah
ago.
with 13 points, Mike Souchak
Relaxing here at home with snap my curve ball," 's
of Grossinger, N. Y., with six, his family
and friends, following struck out nine men in ,pdsttrig
and Venturi with four.
his tremendous performance at his fourth shutout of the cam‘ 'and
his fifth . victcry
Stockton Saturday night in the paign,
Pacific Association AAU meet, against two defeats.
Gil Hodges also had a big
Bowden said he "would concentrate" on the half mile for hand in the Dodgers' victory,
the remainder of the 1957 sea- which moved the defending N.L.
By UNITED PRESS
champs into a third place tie
NEW YORK — Stefan Redl,
with Milwaukee, three games
1451
/
2, Germany, outpointcd
back of pace-setting Cincinnati.
Frank Ippiolito, 1401
/
2, New York
WHO WOULDN'T
The husky first baseman broke
(10).
a scoreless tie with his sixth
DOWAGIAC. Mich. 4/4 —Pb- home run of the seasoo in the
NEW ORLEANS—Al Williams, lice said Bernhard Sick looked fifth inning,
tallied again in the
154, Los Angeles, outpointed his name when he walked into seventh
Don Zimmer's two-out
Charley
Cotton, 154, Toledo, headquarters to report he lost his single and
scored the Dodgers'
Ohio 00).
wallet containing $195.
final run in the ninth on a wild

The NCAA's 18-man policycreating council, three members
of which were absent, voted
over the week end to restore
Brooklyn 4 Philadelphia 0, night • tun rights and privileges" to
Pittsburgh 6 New York 5, night Texas A & M. which had been
(Only games scheduled).
placed on one year's probation
and total ineligibility in May,
1956.

606 W. Main St.
Talephome 131
"YOUR HOME -OWNED LOAN
CO.'

1957

PODRES GIVES PITCHERS PAIN1

IIATIONAL
REPRISENTATIVES: WALLACE W1T/CIM
CO.. DOW
Monroe, Memphis, Tenn.; 250 Park Ave., New Yorks 107
N. Michigm
ave. Chicago, 80 Bolyston
Bostor-

entered
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TVA WEEKLY NEWS
LETTER

Rock 'N Roll Just Prelude
To Jazz, Producer Says .

Film Shop

PAGE THREE
'

Fertilizers Do Not
Affect Tomato Taste

By RON BURTON
DAVIS, Calif. —API— University
United Press Staff Correspondent
of California exptriments show
HOLLYWOOD — „RP) — Bette
tomato growers can appl yferDavie, who has won,two Acadever, to put a blanket condema- tilizers without danger to canBy FRED DANZIG
emy Awards, says that the usual
TVA NEWS LETTER
seeks to acquaint manufacturers,
ning quality or taste..
Sear of a new actor that he, will United Press Staff Correspondent 'tion on all rock 'n' roll.
For the first time in more distributors, and farmers with
NEW YORK —girl— Look out,
There's a lot of it that's good,
Food technologist Bor S. Luh
be 'seen too often on the screen
than 15 years mussels are being new TVA materials, along with
kids. The jazz bug will bite you and the goad will stay,' he said told growers at their annual Tois 100 per cent nonsense.
harvested in commercial quanti- lang-grant college recommenda"Too many young actors today if you don't stop rockin' and plained. "It's like bop. When mato Day on the Davis campus
ties in Chickamauga Lake, TVA tions as to the proper use of the
Right pow, the record it passed, the good remained. this chemical analysis show no
believe that a solid career is rollin'.
said today. Eleven mussel dig- fertilizers.
built on one or two pictures industry is dancing to the teen- Even Lawrence Welk uses some significant changes in vitamin
ging boats a r e operating on
songs are phrases that the bopsiers intro- and soluble solids content of
every year," she said. "Their logic agers' tune. Popular
ckarnauga, most of them withTVA will sell at public auction
many appearances will armed squarely at the pony tail duced, whether he realizes it or 'tomato juice at the levels of
is
that
too
ifiva few miles of Dayton, Ten- on June 12, thirty-two lots and
titles not."
nitrogen, phosphorus, Cr potash
dilute the public's interest in and blue jean set, and such
nessee. About 300 boats are 16 tracts on Fort atrick Henry
As for catering to the teen-age fertilizers used.
as, "Teen-Age Crush," "Going
wrong."
They're
them.
operating on the entire river Lake, Sullivan County, Tennessee.
in Love," market, the 36-year-old father
He said the food technology
Miss Davis said that this does- Steady," "Young and
System.
The lots are in the Baker Bluff
Kiss, First of a teen-age daughter said:
department's
food
acceptance
mean a beginner should try and "First Date, First
n't
Mussel shells from the Ten- Subdivision about 11
/
4 miles frorn
over the hit record
"Look. If I worked in a shirt laboratory is continuing the study
to land a part in every picture love" are all
nessee River are in demand by the Smith Shoals Bridge; they
charts.
factory
and
every
body
was
buyof effects of fertilizer on juice
Hollywood produces. However, to
manuf*turers of buttons; it is range in size fremi 0.63 acre
But according to Bob Shad, ing red shirts, I'd make red flavor.
offset the theory that too many
estiinated that three-fourths of to 2.9 acres. The tracts range
director
repertoire
and
shirfs."
Luh explained that new variappearances are bad, she cites her an artist
all "pearl" buttons made in the up to 23 acres. The auction sale
Records), there's nothShad is more fortunate than eties Must be considered in the
own experiences when she was (Mercury
United States are from Tennessee will fle- helitrin the Maintenance
most A-and-R men (men who light of consumer acceptance as
getting started . in Hollywood. ing to fear.
Valley shells.
Building, at TVA's Boone Dam.
"In five to seven years," Shad decide what records to make), well as such obviously favorable
She even noted the date.
C.VA said that the shell harvAt an auction held recently
"In 1932—just after I'd forced said, "the kids who now buy for while he must put out "com- qualities as disease resistance and
eil during calendar year 1957 TVA sold 38 lots and 3 tracts
atoehold in show business—I rock 'n roll single records will mercial" sides,, he also is free to" yield. He suggested full study of
was 6,603 tons, valued at $390,- of Guntersville (Ala.) lakeshore
made eight movies," she said. have graduated to jazz albums record th4 • things he prefers. effects up on flayed:, consiptency
583, a considerable drop from property for $132,625.
And that means jazz.' .
and color before growers -adopt a"The next year I was in six. In and even the classics."
the previous yeeir when an esti"If we had the money, we'd new'. variety on a large scale.
As Shad sees it, the youngsters
1935, the year I won an Oscar
has
Press
mated 11,463 tons were taken,
Iowa State College
for 'Dangerous,' I was in five must have their "comic book sign up every guy who blows a
valued at more than $500,000.
published. --its second book based
fling" before moving on the horn and we'd flood every body
pictures plue 'Dangerous.' "
between
THE OLD DAYS
Most of the shells in 1956 on research conferences
William Shakespeare and William out."
Experience
Get
the
came from Chickamauga, Gunt- land grant college scientists and
He considers jazz albums sureFaulkner. He predicts a record
Miss
Davis
said
that
in
1938
FREEMAN, S D. —(1P1— It was
ersville, Wheeler, Pickwick, and TVA on the economies of fertishe won her second Oscar for her industry boom for 1954 that will fire profit-makers.
Kentucky Lakes. Less than 700 lizer use. "Economic and Tech"The European market alone," a throwback to the early 1930's
curl your hair, merely because
"Jezebel."
That
was
one
work
in
when a model A Ford of that
to
came from the river below. nical Analysis of Fertilizer Inof four pictures made by her in the kids who are being exposed he said, "makes it worthwhile." era tangled with a horse and
H.ntucky Dam; and 40 tons novations and and Resource Use,"
to music on rock 'n' roll records
that
year.
buggy neat here. Andrew Wipf
came from the Clinch and Powell contains latest research findings
NO INTEREST
Miss Davis, who has made a will be ready to move into the
said he was unable to stop his
Rivers above Norris Dam.
by 29 specialists in the fertilizer
with great jazz field as they mature.
transfer
to
TV
parts
old auto in time to avoid .hitting
Commercial musseling stopped and related fields. The researchsuccess and worked recently in
Jazz Pays Off
STAFFORD SPRINGS, Conn. the slow-moving buggy driven
on Chickamauga Lake in 1941. ers consider the complex interScreen Gems' "Footnote on a Shad, who has put out his share 31/ —Only 45 of 2,000 registered by Julius Graber, 72. One of
Experimental digging was re- relationships of improved fertiDoll" for "Ford Theater," adopted of rock 'n' roll sides, is a jazz- voters cast ballots in the recent the horse" suffered a broken leg
sumed in 1946, but the Shells lizer products made by new
and practiced her own theory in man at heart. He refuses, how- non-partisan election here
tag t"-shot.
fouggi then had little. c2mmercial processes, from...the rnarnsfacture_
her career.-- She calls -it "ex—
value. Last year beds of market- of fertilizers through experimenposure." Others might call it a
able shells were found.
tal designs on how to test them,
sink or swim plan.
and ending with their practical
"I don't believe an actor can
application by the farmer.
learn to be a good actor by doing
assure closer working rejust one picture a year," she said.
tionships with .land-grant colThe pilot wheel from the W. H.
leges cooperating with TVA in Klein, the last steam operated "That means he must get as
its experimental fertilizer pro- stern wheel towboat in regular much exposure as 'Possible to
gram, and with distributors parti- service on the Tennessee River, acting. He must have a variety of
cipating in the distributor dem- has been placed on exhibition roles and a suficient number
onstration program, .TVA field in the lobby of TVA's Chicka- of them. An actor learns only by
representatives recently were mauga Dam powerhouse. The performing, and he has to have
statione dat Lincoln, Nebraska, towboat operated out of Chat- the opportunity to perform.
"I tell young actors to forget
and Lexington, Ky.. A third field tanooga, chiefly between that
representative has been located city and what is now the upper any ideas about 'overexposure'
hurting their budding careers.
ai Little Rock, Ark., for some end of Guntersville Lake. •
Get all the acting under your,
months.
belt that you can, I say. If an
John I. Bucy's territory will
actor wants to be a success, he'll
GUM REMINDER
be Nebraska, Iowa, Missouri,
need all the exposure possible to
HARTFORD. Conn. —
Kansas. and Colorado. Charles
B. Hendrix will work in, Ken- The Hartford- Assn. of Insurance many kinds of roles."
tucky. Indiana, Illinois, Ohio, and Women handed out sticks uf
gum in an eruct to reform peMichigan.
The educational program with destrians. Attached to the gum
TVA fertilizers is designed to were cards reading: "Let this
stimulate increased and more stick in your mind. Don't Jay- Friday's complete record follows:
•
efficient use of fertilizers. It walk."
Census
38
Adult Beds
65
4
Emergency Beds .... .27
1
Patients Admitted
1
Patients Dismissed
Patients admitted from Wednes•
day 9:30 A.M. to Friday 10:30
A.M.
Mrs. Bob Miles, 526 Whitnell
Ave., Murray; Mrs. Jennie HarpApartment building ideally located within two
er, Hardin; Mrs. James Nesbitt,
Rt. 3, Hazel; Mrs. Kenney Osblocks of the square, consisting of three apartborne, 300 Ashbrook, Paducah;
ments furnished, full basement, stoker heat, two
Mrs. Herbert Foster, Gen. Del.,
Murray; Mrs. Van Hall 908 Pine,
car garage, has steady income of $140 month or
St., Benton; Mrs. Junior Chilliving quarters and $90 month. Consider this as
dress, 1950 River Road. Melrose
Park, Ill.; 'Mrs. Henry Darnall
a nice home plus $90 month income or better
and baby girl, Box 245, Benton;
on investment.
than
Mr. Rudolph Beurin. Rt. 3, Murray; Mr. Hervey Turner, Rt. 1,
Murray.

_OLDEST EVER IN CONGRESS

•

ON BECOMING the oldest member ever to serve in Congress, Senator Theodore Green (I)), Rhoda Island. takes a bite of cake in
Washington as colleagues celebrate his longevity achievement. The
foreign relations chairman had reached 89 years, 7 months, 26
days, one day older than Rep. Charles Stedman of North Carolina
_14Liternotiorl Boundeiofot. _
_ .when he _thee) In
icea2_930.

Special "June Only" offer to owners of the low-priced 3

fr.

TAKE THE Diam

Murray Hospital

FOR SALE

TBST Al\TID SAVE
DIVE

Take the wheel of a Big Mercury.
Know the solid feeling of a really
big car_a car that increased in
size, power, spaciousness, but
stayed low priced! See how much
better this Big Mercury does all the
things you want your car to do.

16,-,

Price

$9500

TUCKER REALTY

Beaten to Death

502 Maple
Phone 4838

.A.L

DISCONT.ER.

DisCover the big-car features you
can't get in any other car at any
price. Dream-Car Design, Floating
Ride, Merc-O-Matic Keyboard Control and many more. And remember that prices for Mercury are an
easy step above the low-priced 3!

We're out to set new sales records
by getting more drivers of the lowpriced 3 into The Big M. Volume
selling shrinks our ordinarily low
price; our high trade-in allowances
shrink it even more. See us before
you decide on any car.

NOTICE
PI.EASE NOTIFY YOUR

NATURAL GAS SYSTEM
Phone 366
if you wish a gas service line run on
your property this summer or fall.

See how much more size, power, beauty and comfoit you get
for less than you'd pay for many models of the low-priced 3!

IF YOU SIGNED FOR A LINE LAST SUMMER, WHICH HAS NOT BEEN RUN, AND
YOU PLAN TO USE GAS THIS FALL, YOU
*SHOULD ALSO NOTIFY YOUR GAS COMPANY.

Discover these BIG M advantages
II.-

THERE WILL BE NO
MINIMUM CHARGE
ft

for those who install gas heating systems now and avoid the late summer
and fall ,rush. The minimum charge
will start on all new gas heating jobs
,'when you start using gas next fall.

Max Tatch

booked.

LOS ANGELES pollee investigats
lag the beating death of Mrs.
Thelma Macomber, wife of a
wealthy building contractor,
Max
photographer
booked
Tatch, 59, Mrs. Macomber was
found dying on her bed, and the
bed had been set afire. Tatch
had photographed a ceramic
cat In front of her home, and
went to police station to say,
•1 they be the photographer the
neyspapere say you're looking
fintersiationat)
tar,'

•

• •-it'''.?"."

MERCURY for‘57
with DREAM-CAR DESIGN

• Biggest Size Increa.se In The Industry
• Big-Car Body Shared By No Other Car
• Exclusive New Floating Ride
•4-Way Choice Of Power—Up To 335 hp

Check the low price tags in our showroom!

WILSON MERCURY SALES
515 So. 12th St.

Phone 730

Murray, Kentucky

.
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Nancy.

••

WOMEN'S PAGE

Weddings

Jo Burkeen, Editor... Phone 694-M-4 or 763-J
Birthday Party For
Tommy Wells Given
Saturday Afternoon

raw

Master Tommy Wells was honored with a party on his third
birthday at the home of his
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Glyco Wells, on North Twelfth
Street Saturday, June I, at twothirty o'clock in the afternoon.
The honoree opened his gifts
after which refreshments of ice
cream, cake, and lemonade were
served. Party favors were presented to each little guest.
Those
present were David
Solomon, Carpple Brooks, Lynn
Caddas. Sherry Smith, David
and
Jerry
Don
Norssvorthy,
Bruce and Buster Scott, a n d
Tommy Wells.
Others present were Mrs. Jim
Solomon, Mrs. Chester Caddas,
Mrs. Jack
Norsworthy, Mrs.
Kenneth Smith, Mrs. Buist Scott,
Mrs. Gene Wells, and Mrs. Glyco
Wells.
•••

Women Have Helped
Improve The Autos

k
i!at

4

ST. LOUIS RP —Women, not
men, have brought about many
major mechanical improvement
in cars, says an automobile executive, Ben R. Donaldson.
The ladies objected to being
let out in the middle of muddy
Hence the steering wheel
on the left side. Donaldson says.
Women did not have the
strength to hand crank a car, so
the self-starter was developed.
Automatic transmission, power
steering and power brakes also
were developed through promptings of the weakea sex.
Steering wheels were lowered,
and upholstery was added for
the gals. Even the glove compartment originally was designed
to hold women's gloves a n d
handbags, not the flashlights,
road maps and wrenches usually
found in compartments nowadays, the Ford Motor Company
executive points out.
We also ride in closed cars
and keep warm through c a r
heaters, thanks to women drivers.

'7‘ "ozg SC(

"FLYING ANTS"
WATCH HUI lOR COS"LY
TERYITE fl.1 0PlCf.!

Call TERMI
.
NIX — World'.
Largest Termite Control
Organisation
All Work and Se rsoce
Performed By

OHIO VALLEY TERMINIX
CORP.

S

ocial Calsndar

Tuesday, June 4
....16he Jessie Ludwick Circle of
Woman's Association of College
Presbyterian Church will meet
with Mrs. Jessie Rogers at two
o'clock.
• •• •
The Lottie Moon Circle of
WAIS of _First Baptist Church
will meet with Mrs. Glenn
Wooden at seven-thirty o'clock.
Note change in date.
••••
The Delta Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will have
a potluck supper at the club
house at six-thirty o'clock.
•• ••
Thursday, June 6
The Supreme Forest Woodmen
Circle will have a potluck supper at the Melugin Cabin on
Kentucky Lake at six - thirty
;o'clock.

Club Newt!

Put Safety Above
Style In Housework

CHICAGO (IA —A style - conscious housewife can be a safety
hazard at work in the home, 0.
L. Hogsett, University of Illinois
safety specialist says.
A "safe" home dress, he said,
should not be a fire hazard and
should not catch on knobs and
handles.
Chances of falling are increased vihen skirts are too narrow
or too full. A moderately full,
gathered skirt generally gives
enough room for kneeling and
stooping.
The housewife with a bent toward the glamorous in clothes
would do herself a, favor by avoiding long sashes, ties and
generally frilly accessories, Hogsett said.
Sleeves also can be a hazard If
they are too full, too wide or too
••• 0
long.
And, he warned, avoid using
a corner of a dress or apron as
Misses Martha and Margaret a potholder.
Dillihay of Bardwell are spending this week with Sue Carolyn
Richardson.
••••
Mr. and Mrs. Gene Wells and
son, Tommy, of Lexington, spent
the holiday weekend with his
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Glyco
LEVITTOWN, N.Y. 1111 —When
Wells. Mrs. Gene Wells' parents, a housewife can't say "No," she's
Mr. and Mrs. Ivan Futrell of likely to get snowed under by
Camden, Tenn., 'also spent the community activities.
.tiolidays
That's what a survey here-(by
_ _ ••••
the Tide Washing Clinic) showMrs. Louise Baker left Sunday ed. The problem of balancing
for a two weeks vacation with home duties and community
,her daughter and family, Mr. service is becomrrung more serand Mrs. W. G. Gravette in ious, said 1b0 homemakers.
Greenville, Tenn.
Most of these women recognize
• • ••
Mr. and Mrs. Homer Pentecost the fact they have a responsibiliof Halls, Tenn., returned to their ty to their community as well as
home Thursday after several their families. There is much
days visit with Dudley Johns" worthwhile civic work to be
done, but not enough womanon West Main Street.
porver to do it. The result is
that women who take on the job
find it snowballs until it's too
big to handle.
"I feel like an apple pie cut
up a hundred pieces," one womLOS ANGELES lTP —One of an said.
the most common mistakes of
Most women questioned said
young home-makers is buying
furniture they don't really like they join civic groups because
on the assumption that they'll they enjoy the work, or believe
they will when they begin_ Mier
get something better "later."
This is the opinion of Dr. major reasons for joining were
Frances Met, associate professor to make , new friends, to carry
of home economics at UCLA, out a sense of responsibility for
who added that the "later" usu- civic work, children's interests,
ally turns out to be a long, long and just not being able to say
no.
time.
'Not all good furniture is exSome women report spending
pensive," said Dr. Obst. In the
one full workday a week on
long run it is better to buy a
community activities. The mafew well-designed pieces at a
jority, including women with
Line."
three children, give three to four
••••
hours a week.
HOUSEHOLD HINTS
Activities range from reading
By United Press
to the blind to teaching youngAn old wooden toy box may sters to drive. The most popular
be converted into a cedar storage activities are the PTA. Scouting
box by lining it with aromatic women's clubs and fund-raising
drives.
red cedar closet lining.

PERSONALS

Housewives Have
Problem Concerning
Community Work

Locals
Actixitieti

Letter To Editor
(Continued from Front Page)
not expensive.
I truly ask your co-operation
in this matter. Won't take long,
and I feel that you will be
proud, to co-operate, by fixing
up your mail box as prescribed
by Post-Office laws. Please don't
put me on the spot, by having
to recommend the discontinuance
of mail service. just because you
wouldn't co-operate. Am depending on your making the improvements needed.
Thanks,
Harry I. Sledd
Postmaster

Hospital News

TUBS

ed for ten hours and finally
turned up the horn — in the
ladies' rest room at Fulton High
School!
Nancy's debut in big-time TV
circles has been warmly received by just about everybody from
Godfrey himself on down. Arthur expressed himself as "amazed" at her abilities; the Chicago
Tribune, in a feature article,
complimented Nancy as a "fresh,
bouncy entertainer" and A "pert
songstress" who "stopped the
show"; the Birmingham News
hailed her as "crinkly-eyed and
cute as a button" in predicting
a bright career for' her; t h e
Louisville Courier-Journal cornplimehted her as "pleasant and
pretty"; the Paducah Sun-Democrat, lavish in its praise, called
her "pert, pretty, blond and
seventeen" and
a "showman
whose age proved to be no drawback", and who shows up "with
a sparkle that brightens up the
stage when she appears."

(Continued from Front Page)
Hazel; Mrs. Walter Merrell, Rt.
6, Murray; Mr. Joe Bailey Bill,
Model, Tenn.; Mrs. Elmira Smith,
629 So. Broad. Murray; Mr. Robin
Conn, 408 So. 8th St., Mayfield;
Mr. Clarence Baker, Rt. 1, Hardin; Mrs. Jams; Gilbert and
baby girl, 1810 Miller Ave., Murray; Mrs. Thomas Linville, Rt.
5, Murray; Mrs. Len Jones, Rt.
I, Benton; Mr. Goebel Roberts.
Rt. 2, Murray; Mrs. Thomas
Anderson and baby boy, Rt. 1,
Box 138, Benton; Miss Beverly
Sue Harrell, Rt. 5, Murray; Mrs.
Ina Mae Houston, 1004 West
Main, Murray; Mr. Ben F. Bagwell, Rt. 1, Alms; MTS; WhippleWalker and baby boy, Rt. 5,
Benton; Miss Linda Francis, Rt.
3, Benton.

In and around Fulton, Kentucky, her home town, Nancy
has received columns of praise
and compliments; most everybody knows her and everybody
is proud of her. Seeing one of
their own high school students
on nationwide television, a n d
doing so extremely well, quite
shook the town to its foundations back in April and early
May, high school classes were
dismissed each morning so students could cluster around a TV
set specially installed in t h e
school auditorium, a revival at
Nancy's church was postponed
45 minutes on the "Talent Conteit" night so everybody could
watch the show — and when
Nancy returned from New York
on May 4 the community greeted her with a big parade and
Mr. arid Mrs. Stanley J o e
presented her a bouquet of
Tvazynski of Syracuse, N.Y., are
Cowers.
visiting their daughter, Mrs. Joe
Berry and family, West Main
And then, to show everybody
Street.
that their confidence in her was

Buy Your Furniture
For Long-Range Use

Some husbands approve of
Add a generous dash of papriwives joining outside activka to batter when french frying their
P.O. Box 84
Paducah, Ky. onion rings. Garnish with more ities. Others are annoyed. Most
mothers
want
their
children
Phone 3-2934 or 3-6696
paprika when fried to e golden
home.
Local Customers or
brown.
Contact direct or for Reference
. The women themselves are 'the
Cut down eye strain while most confused. Half feel guilty
of Performance of Work call
MURRAY LUMBER CO. knitting by having two sets of spending so much time away
needles — light-colored ones for from home. The other half feel
Murray, Ky.
Phone 262
dark yarn and dark needles for guilty because they do not do
'ight yarn.
enough for the community.

'PANAMA TO SAN DIEGO WITHOUTSURFACING -

(Continued from Front Page)

Li

CHEVR,
Ky. lice

PIANO:
White,
Ky.

not misplaced, Nancy pitched
right in on her schooling, caugle
up the three weeks she had
missed and graduated with the
Fulton High School Class of '57
right on schedule.
With inexhaustible energy for,
and interest in music, Nancy has
already compiled ,a big calendar
df events for the summer—all
of them hinging on just how
long Mr. "Star-Maker" Godfrey
will want her in New York—and
understandably giving that her
first consideration. Her return to
New York has obliged her to,
regretfully cancel an appearance
before the summer convention
of the Kentucky Press Association June 7 at the Kenlake
Hotel, a dance orchestra engagement the following night at
Clarksville, Tenn.,—and a special
invitation to - compete in t h e
Florida Beauty and Talent Pageant in Miami 'Beach June 5 for
the title of "Queen of Radio"
(she already had her bags packed for Florida when New York
called). She has accepted invitations to appear at the "Miss
Tennessee Pageant" in Jackson,
Tenn., July 24 and 27; an Overton Park Concert at the MOAT
in Memphis latter pa.-t of August; she has regular standing
engagements as a vocalist with
a popular dance orchestra playing the Mid-South; she will
continue her weekly radio program over WFUL, Fulton, Ky.,
and to keep herself in close
touch with the ITILiSiC world,
plans to take a daily • "djsc jockey" show at WFLIL for the
balance of the stinuner!
Nancy is quite unperturbed by
such a musical whirl—her schedule has run about like this for
the past four years around Fulton. Perhaps that will help explain how, at only 17 41 years
of age, she is such a capable and
seasoned musician.

ERROL FLYNN protects Rossana Rory from a
would-be killer in this exciting scene from the suspense film, "The Big Boodle." Filmed on location in
Havana, Cuba, the picture will play WednesdayThursday at the Murray Drive-In Theatre for it's
first run in Murray.

FRYER!
1971.

THE ATOMIC submarine Nautilus lies at San Diego, Calif., dock after
a record submerged run of
8,049 miles from the Panama canal. Commander is Capt. Eugene
P. Wilkinson, 38. (International)

Past
summertime
activities
have not, of course, included a
nation-wide television program
with Arthur Godfrey, including
such wonderful possibilities as
might develop after Wednesday
night!
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For the very first time Director Alfred Hitchcoc
holds the mirror up to life and Comes up with "T
Wong Man" for Warner Bros., starring Henry Four'
da and Vera Miles. The master of suspense is repo'.
edly at his celebrated best in the drama of mistakes
identity, filmed in the actual New York locales. II •
opens tomorrow at the Varsity Theatre.

FRI
—LAST TIMES TONIGHT—

•

fri
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JAMES DEAN
in

—Lice

"REBEL WITHOUT
A CAUSE" and
ID

"EAST OF EDEN"

WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY
HITCHCOCK'S FIRST REAL-LIFE THRILLER!

HENRY
FONDA
VERA
MILES
and the
exciting city
of New York In

•
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Nancy, the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. TUT:Ian Adams of Full,
tan, will be accomparieJ to New
York by her mother.

FAMILY SHOE STORE'S

•

11

•

SPRING

My Sincere Th anks

seem('

I should like to take this method of sincerely thanking all of the people of Calloway County for the many
kindnesses shown to me in the recent Primary Election.
I should like to thank e4.11 of my four opponents
for the manner in which the campaign was conducted
and wish for them and their families every success.
I solicit your interest Ind advice in the conduct of
the Sheriff's office for the coming four years.

ALL NATIONALLY ADVERTISED BRANDS FROM REGULAR STOCK

Men's
• DRESS SHOES
• CASUALS
• THICK SOLED
CANVAS

Women's

Children's

• DRESS PUMPS
• DRESS SANDALS

t)

• PATENTS

• WHITE

FLATS
• WHITE SANDALS

• WEDGES
• SANDALS

• CANVAS

• CANVAS

4')
1/*

Again my humble thanks to each of you.
Sincerely,

Cohen Stubblefield -

VALUES GALORE.... OUR ONCE A YEAR CLEARANCE OF SEASONAL PATTERNS
Come See! Come Save! Styles You Will Love= Sizes You Can Wear --- Prices You Can't Resist!
SHOES DISPLAYED
FOR EASY SHOPPING

FAMILY SHOE STORE
301 F_. MAIN STREET

1

ALL SALES FINAL

0

NO REFUNDS
or EXCHANGES
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•
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per word for one day, minimum of 17 words for 110s - Go per word foe
throe days. Claaaiflod ado are payable In advance'.

FOR SALE
CHEVROLET, 1955 V8 2 door,
Ky. license. Phone 1142 or 1821.
TFC
FRYERS, dressed or on foot. Call
1971.
J4C
PIANOS, new and used. Seiburn
While, 403 Chestnut St., Murray,
Ky.
JI1P

ice. Williams Tractor Company, 1. HOUSE on Chestnut,
priced
Inc., Paducah, Ky. Phone 23003. $6,300. 2. HOUSE, 411 S. 6th St.,
J6C $5.000. 3. 23 ACRES and improvements, $4,000. 4. 1 LOT,
SPECIAL THIS WEEK, living $500. 3
$1250 each. 5. 51
room suit, $219.95 value, sale ACRE Farm, well located. 6 Well
price $149.95. We have some nice improved 10 acre farm 7. Inused beds, springs .ind mattres- surance of all kinds. I am now
s. nice used cedar chest, living writing hail insurance au tobacroom suits, couches and tables, co. Claude L. Miller, Insurance
good used refrigeratoe. Salmon and Real Estate. Phone 75,3 and
and Ray Furniture & Appliance, 1058.
JGC
105 N. 3rd St. Phone 1824.
ITC

Lars.

FOR RENT

BIRD DOG PUPPIES, good stock.
Whelpped April 3. Just right to
start this fall. Females $12.50,
males $15. See or call Bill Miller,
• Murray Rt. 2, phone 950-R-4.
J5C

Wanted
MANAGER (trainee). Starting
salary 075 per month plus automobile mileage allowance while
training for executive position
with established consumer finance company. Good working
conditions, paid vacation, hospitalization, group insurance and
many other advantages and benefits. This is a career opportunity
for a young man between 21 and
29 years of age who has a neat
appearance, nice personality and
is able to meet people. Two years
of college work preferred, high
school education acceptable. Appointment for interview can be
arranged by dialing 1803.
J5C

BOSTON thorough bred screw
tail pups, 1 month beauties. Ivan UNFURNISHED APT., 3
rooms
Graham, Concord Road, near and bath. Furnace heat,
hardMorgan's Grocery.
1TP wood floors, private entrance.
Available in two weeks. Can be
FOR SALE,or RF
INT... Three room.
seen now at 505 Poplar. Mrs.
,
house tvl& garden, Hazel, Ky. FORTOBACCO HAIL insurance, Mayme Randolph.
TFC
John Hutchens, Paris, Tenn., Rt. see Claude Miller. Phone 758 and
GARDEN TRACTOR.
onner
1050.
Office
over
3. Phone Paris 1619-R-20.
Dale
Stub&
J5P
blefield.
TF Implement Co., phone 1313. .I7C
4 ACRES and-or home on Hazel
3 ROOM furnished duplex aprtHighway. For details and information call or see Rob Erwin. EXTRA NICE 2 bedroom house, ment. 1613 Miller. $35 per month. WILL KEEP small child over 4
J4C years old in my home, days only.
Phone 1758-R. Priced right. J5C .corner 12th and Vine. Living Phone 379-J.
'room with fire place, nice kit- FURNISHED FOUR room house. Mrs. Nancy Woods, 502% Eim
CONSTRUCTION Machinery for
J5P
chen with lots of cabinets, full Available at once. W. R. Jones. Street.
sale or rent. Allis Chalmers and
basement with larg.; den with Phone 535.
J5P
Allied Equipment Sales & Servfireplace, furnace
heat, large
CARD of THANKS
shady lot, two car garage with
TWO SINGLE Rooms on first
We, the Thurston Furchess'
storage overhead. Must see infloor. Freeman Hotel, Murray.
family, would like to take this
ii
side of house to appreciate. OwnPREYEfli
.ortunity,*Jo thank .these neighJ5C opp
ers leaving town. A real buy,
LARGE NEW 3 bedroom brick FIVE ROOM HOUSE, 306 S. 13th bors and friends for the kind
on Waldrop Drive.2.-Large living St. Also for sale, drop leaf dining deed of setting our I....bacon.. Bill
room, nice kitchen with lots of table with 4 chairs, Westinghouse Gargus, Parvin Adams, L. W.
Paschall, Wallace Rogers, Duff
UCTIVE TERM,* a built-in cabinets, built-in electric refrigerator, tappan e 1 e c tr ic Erwin, Leon Cooper, Bill Wrarange, utility, one and one-half stove. Phone 2157-W.
J5C ther, Dub Hurt,
G. P. Hughes,
baths, car port with storage
Tummy
Stark, Gene
Nance;
room,
large
shady
guarantee
lot,
FREE INSPECTION
Arcie Turbyfield, Holmes Ellis,
F.H.A. approval. If ,you are look- THREE or 'FOUR room unfurnHolmes Ellis, Jr., J. Reddin,
ing for something extra nice at ished apartment. Heat, light and
Harold Stone, Clarence Barnett,
a reasonable price see this one. water furnished. See at 1106 W.
Conn Spencer, Edison Kimbro,
ONE 237 ACRE farm, modern Main or call 512-J.
J5NC Boyce Wilson,
-Licensed and Insured-a.
J. D. Orr, Virgil
house, new stock barn one of
Knott, Steve Knott, James Rogthe finest in the country, good
Sam Keller,
ers, Joe Rogers, A. D. Starks,
tobacco barn, one acre tobacco
Phoos 4.41
Ovis Trease, Ches Cooper, Bob
base. 56 acre corn base. 96 acres
Gargus, Gus Robertson, Gus
in Clark's River bottom. A real Alum awnings for
limited time, Robertson, Jr., Ted Rogers
and
buy at $17,000.00. Own( r will any size. 10 Alum windows,
I Paschall and Paschall Co.
finance.
Baucuin Real Estate door, $199 installed. Home ComWe thank Thee, Lord, for all
Agency. Phone 4R, home phones fort Co., 18th & Main
street. material blessings that
Thou has
1147 and 453.
J6C Phone 1303.
J15C given us. But teach
us, ojii r
Father, that true happiness tan
come only front an enduring
,faith in Thee, proper use of our
blessings, and ciaily work in Thy
service. Help us to practice
wisdom': May God richly •
each .of you. .
Mr. and Mrs. Thurston Furches

SERVICES OFFERED

a

TERMITES

NOTICE

CARD of THANKS
To friends and neighbors of
'Calloway and Marshall county.
We want to thank' each one who
has helped us in the past two
months. It is gratifying to know
that in time
t need, one has
friends who are willing to help.
By helping US they are helping
our husband and father who
is in the Sanitarium at Madisonville, Ky. He is slow.y imprt ving
and we hope Soon he will be
home. So many nave helped us,
I want to take this way of letting
you know we appree4le your
help. Thanks t.i each one, and
may God bless you.
Mr. and Mrs. Neuman Waldrop
and Children.
MARRIAGE LICENSES
James A. Allbritten, 22, and
Janice M. Parker, 19.
John Howard Morgan, 24, and
Delia Elkins Phillips,
Hershel Franklin Myers, 26,
and Patsy Ann Kingins, 21.
Robert Key Overbey, 19, and
Judith Ann Waldrap, 18.
William Henry Feucheis, 23,
and Jeanette Ross Fasehall, 21.
Noel Corley, 23, and Jayne
Hargis, 17,
Donald C. Simmons, 21, and
Alta Faye Andrus, 21.

2r.

ST. LOUIS
II?
Richard,
0. Sephens, police Judge of suburban Eatiundson, 'decided it
was high time something was
done about dogs running loose
in the community.
Cie Marshial C; V. Mayberry,
ordered to issue warrants against
offenders, took action promply.
He founii Stephens' dog in a
neighbor's yard and delivered a
warrant to the judge.
Stephens assessed a fine of
$I and court costs of $3 against
himself, warning that the penalty
would be doubled against second
offenders.
He said he would try to avoid
such a file.
To keep steel wool pads from
rusting, wrap in waxed paper
when not in use.
To heat commercially canned
vegetables, drain the liquid into
a saucepan and boil it rapidly
before adding the vegetable to
heat.

FOR ATHLETE'S FOOT

Household Hints

GAS-TooNs

. --body of water

ACROSS
1-Steep, rugged
rock
S-l'eriod of time
ii-Parent
)
12- Wam borne
13-Tetiois stroke

14--Cooled
15-Root edge

:is-Change color of
40-51,44, e furtively
42-1iess.
oio,tIvely
44-1.44. rgreen trot
46-A r
49.-1,4,, ers
53-ii,...ty
54-I

16-One of Biblical
trio
lb-Bipe out
:hi-Paradise
21-At no time
23-Slip slowly
2:-Openwork
fabric
29-Solemn vow
31-African tree
32-Cikk oretie
34-Places for
combat
16-earry on. as

66-1;,,idesa

3
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"Betrayed"
1.1111.11.11.11111.1.1111.11.11.
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MONK'S
SUPER SERVICE
Standard Oil Products
509 S. 12th St.

sr 731

Ei5-

4
4, 442

"Our gas is SO GOOD'that
competitors even use It."
Our service is SO GOOD that
they keep coming BALK!
our

S-Elght-idired
man-of-war's
boat
9-High card
ln-Woralen pin
11-Fuss
17-A state (abbe')
19-i-ry of
Bacchanals
22-Nobleman
114-W,ishly

25-K ill
21

Ph. 9117

4-Web-foot..I

\

21

600 Main

•MO

l-4 luido's

S-Brilow
3-Benent

6

%

• All Gulf Products
• Prompt, Efficient
Service
• Sanitary Rest Rooms

DOWN

1

11

WC=

ONO MOM

1-AlirongtIblin
Indian

Il•

1

0010 K

GULF SERVICE

?-1

mu onm
uu
em PIOouu
00000
Js

C h I G'S

MONK

'MOP OOlal 000
AMR 2110
J210
ROODOM W
001114
MORO 9RMSO
11D16131121iifa
WOONL; UOU 00A

of

57-The so eetsop
68-Regret
55-Ri,•-r In
Belgium

Read Our Classifieds

---BY _

- --CROSSWORD PUZZLE-A.6**r to V•sterdAy • Outs.*

Rae Foley's new mystery novel

LAND TRANSFERS

ST. LOUIS NA'1"L STOCKYARDS a? - Livestock:
Hogs 16,000. Moderatly active;
barrows and gilts steady to 25
cents lower; sows little changed;
mixed U. S. No. 1 180 to 240
lb mixed weight and grade 19.50
to 20.25; top 20.51); sows U. S.
1 to 3 400 lb down /7 to 17.75.
Cattle. 6,300. Calves 700. Moderately active and fully steady
to strong; high good' and choice
22 to 22.70; average and high
choice steers 23.30 to 23.75; good
and choice heifers and mixed
yearlings 20.50 to 2,2; CLAMS avoe
and fully steady; utility and
commercial 13.50 to 16; bulls
unchanged; utility and commercial 15 to 17; vealers and calves
steady, choice vealers 21 to 24;
prime 25; good and choice slaughter calves 18 to 21.
Sheep 1,200. Spring lambs
strong to 50 cents, mostly 25
cents highet good and choice
native 22.50 to 24; choice and
prime. 24.50 to 25; cult to choice
shorn slaughter ewes unchanged
at 2.50 to 5.50.

Judge Fines Self
When Dog Gets Out

Use T -4-L for 3 to 5 days.
Watch the, old tainted skin slough
off leaving healthy, tilirdy
If not pleased with powerful,
NICE
CALCULAT
ING
instant-drying T -4-L, your 40*
Remove cellophane from lamp
back at any drug store. Today
shades as soon as you buy them.
AUBURN, Me. (IP -The AuThe wrapping will cause the burn school department closed at Holland Drug Company.
lampshade to warp if left on too its fiscal year with a balance of
long.
three cents.

Kelley's Pest
Control

\YV.) IT1
I1

Livestock
Report

el'

36-P.ruse
IS-Mast.
Impr.n inn
41-Family
41-111res name
45-Anoroarb

'

SCOTT DRUG CO.
"PRESCRIPTION SPECIALISTS"

go P
Ben Boll and Nellie Bell to
CH F'TET. 311
'tempted to lie in it but she lot Wthont being seen.
An:,how.
Ike Page and wife Pearl, lot,'"
tb
ate her breakfast and rartiizod it would be enervating
4*-Menvon1y body
I w int you with me. You take
E. T. and Luttie Cooper to
45 TI
Ft
Garry took away the and she needed all her strength.
the car and I'll go through the
SI
Corner at 4th & Main
Vessel
Se
6
,
Phone 433
tray she got up to lock the dom. As it was, she had to pull herJames E. and Dorothy Cooper, 84
11- Native metal
woods on the bridle p ith and
She was still so weak that she self out on hands and knees
acres.
:2-saint (ahil')
1:••• as 12•01•••••••••r•
h...
but meet you up around thti curve."
staggered but, by holding on to she refused to allow herself
to
She opened the diring room
the furniture, she got back into , surrender to weakness. When
NANCY
bed. exhausted but relieved. No she had toweled herself briskly window and dropped onto the
by trnio-Bushmillar
lawn.
Two days before at this
4)
one could get at her. She was her akin was glowing and she
time
she
had
dropped out ot the
safe.
felt better.
same window into Tom Jones'
Her heart steadied, slowed
A plan was taking shape in
down, her breathing regained its I her mind. She had to go back waiting arms. She pushed the
normal rhythm. She lay staring Ito the beginning to the time when thought away from her. There
at the window and crimson maple the uncertainty and the unreality was too much pain in remembering his eyes, hard and watchful,
leaves against a cobalt blue sky. had begun.
when he told her that he knew
The die was cite. She, had told
She pulled on warm slacks and
her motive for lying.
Hiram Potter the truth,- so far as a wool shirt. After a moment
of
Her legs were still wobbly and
she knew it. Where he had gone hesitation she took Tom's crimshe did not know but she was son pullover. Her revulsion to she moved slowly. She heard
sure that when he returned he blue was more than she could Stuart exchange a few cheerful
would have learned the thing that conquer. Anyhow, big as the words with the state trooper,
mattered most: whether she was Sweater was, it was warm and heard the car pull out She
•
sane or insane.
the color had a brave and chal- walked through the woods, feelShe dozed and woks up, dosed lenging quality she needed to bol- ing her strength come back and
with it a kind of confidence she
and wroke op, each time coming ster her spirits.
back -reluctantly to the fact that
When she was dressed sh,e un- had not experienced for a long
she was cowering In bed behind locked the door and
let herself time. Some instinct told her that
locked doors, hiding from /tome- out into the hall. She had almost the answer to her perplexities lay
one who wanted her to.die. With reached the head of the stairs at the spot where she and Stuart
had gone for their picnic a year
sunshine flooding the room it when Stuart's door opened.
seemed incredible. When Hiram
"Nora!" He started to take before. She had no idea what lay
came back it would be over. her in his arms and then checked .ahead. She was not even afraid
ABBIE an'
Hiram would help her.
by Raeburn Van Bunn
himself, put one arm lightly that it might be had, At least, it
"You've alwit4s relied on some- around her shoulders. "Let me would be the truth.
one else,".Tom had jeered at her. look at you. I've been half out of
The
Fwaa drawiiVa,thusidsACIINCE _
0.0
-44 WAY
of the road, the motor Idling,
It was true. And yet what could my head. Are you all right?"
THE ENGAGEMENTWINNING
WE
IT'S'
INSTEAD
0'
Stuart
she do?
at
BACK
the
wheel
IN
with
THE
EXPLOIT
the
sun
IT AS MUCH
'Tm fine," she said.
In her memory she heard Aunt
PRIZE,THE POWER CRUISER BOONDOCKS
"Aren't you supposed to be in on his light hair, his face set with
AS YOU CAN -AND
Olive as she had sounded the bed?"
worry,
THE NUGGET 5CAP FOLKS
WON, GLENDA! THEN BREAK IT"
night of her death. She had been
He turned his head as she came
"I couldn't stay them any
IT OUGHT TO BE
7 ARE GIVIte ME waiting outside Nora's room longer."
out of the woods and forced a
A TWO-WEEK
when the latter came back from
He tilted back her chin. smile. 'You look like a Kentucky
SENSATION:1
her race along the sands with
Cardinal."
he cc's something different
"I
Tom.
know
you
prefer blue,
about you.'
"I've devoted myself to youtior
"I'm tired of cowering behind Stuart, but somehow I can't wear
years, Nora," she had said, "and a locked door," she said. "I'm It again. At least, not until I
forget-"
you repay my sacrifice by chang- going out."
4)
He put his hand on hers.
ing your will. Not that I exHe shook his head. "You
pected to inherit; after all, I'm mustn't do that, dear. Finn wants "You're going to forget That's
twenty years older than you, but you here. Anyhow, there's it for gum. And I don't care whethit's the ingratitude. I can tell policeman watching the place. er you wear all the colors of the
you right now I'm going to speak He'd stop you."'s
rainbow." He released the brake
tip if the police question me. I
"Want to bet?" she smiled imp- and the car moved off. He
In Ims S Pa OS ne•••••••••••
didn't see you that day. I won't ishly.
grinned. "You're quite a little
.
1 ••
tm••• emu.
lie about it"
"But where do you want to ccrnspirathr, sneaking off without
Nora took her head In her go?" he asked in perplexity.
anyone seeing you."
LIL' ABNER
hands. rocking it back and forth.
"I don't like sneaking, but
"To our picnic place," Nora
by Al Capp
Why hadn't Aunt Olive seen her? said. "I've got to remember what they'd have stopped me."
Where had she been? Why was I did that day. The policeman
"I can't be cross with you be50 LEAVE. THIS IS THE
I'M SHOILEY.
Stuart so anxious to protect her? won't see me. I'll get out the din- cause I'm too happy; I've got you
•
WITHOUT THESE
LIKEWISE.
FOIST (34..:ND DATE'IA,
PLEASED
What had she done?
to myself."
ing room window."
GLASSES,I'M BLINDEVER
FIXED
ME
UP
Why, she realfeed, Fm more
"That," she told him, "is what
MAKE.
TO
Stuart was watching her. "But
ALREADY
BUT, I
WITH, WHO DIDN'T
afraid of me than anyone.
it's two miles! You'd never be you said when we startled off that
"JOUR
PEEKED AT HIM.
She let Garry in with the lunch able to walk so fat. Anyhow, I'm day last year."
TON OUT TO ESE A
ACQUAINTANCE
tray, ate a little and sent it away. not going to let you run off by
"But to make it like that day,"
MONSTER!!
Then, when Garry had gone, she yournelf after the things that Stuart said quietly, "you'd have
slid her legs over the side of the have been happening. Stay here, to want to be with me: Do you
bed and sat op. A wave of black- darling."
think you could pretend for a litness swept over her and faded
She touched his cheek lightly. tle while that you stilt love me?"
again. tier hotly was drenched In "Don't worry about me. I'll
Nora was silent for a moment.
be
, is cold sweat from weakness. She all right"
Then she said, "But that's just
still,
,quite
waiting
what
sat
I want, Stuart, I want to
with a
He grinned.
worry as
patience that had Just come into much as I like," he said defiantly. re-live that day."
being for her strength to return. "And you aren't going by yourI've stopped running away, she self. If you are up to anything
Mr. Patter delves into
k thought. Reality, here I come.
like that I'm going with you."
-Stuarteivest; ilVtly did he rtop
At length she !good up and
Her face brightened. -That will 10103 Ing mealeine
"I a I‘‘ ay.
walked slowly to the bathroom be much better. I'm not
up to hi1itrne4 Amy. Chandler." he le
and ran her bath. The hot water walking far and I could never
told. "That last year It was
was comforting and she was,get Una car out of the
parkins' quite as affair," _ _
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iHILDY 'RECITES AT GRADUATION.

Farm Facts

Plesiosaur Bones
Found Out West
—

on ,record—a 100-million-year- is a good chance other parts
and possibly the skull may be
old plesiosaur.
found."
Dr. S. D. Wells termed the
Authorities described the plediscovery a "stignificant find."
siosaur as an extinct Mesozoic
The bones were uncovered by
marine reptile that inhabited
Watsonville students at MontencY North America and Europe. It
Peninsula College in 'Monterey. i was characterized by a very long
EAST ST. LOLLS NATIONAL
"The s•ertebrae sections are neck, a smalle
STOCKYARDS 'th — Livestock:
connecting links of the monster's lomb.% de_v.eloped as • paddles for
Hogs 9,500, Active; barrows
I neck." Dr. Wells said, "and there swimming.
and gilts 180 lbs up 75 cents
have
there
said
curator
The
to SI higher; instances more,
been only a few such discoveries lighter weights 5 (no 75 cents
the
in
latestthe
in California,
higheroulk U. S. No. 1 to 3
hills west of Fresno.

BERKLEY, Calif. A
More and Better Small Grain.
As one travels over the state University of California paleonhe is impressed with the large tology department curator says
increase in the acreage of small vertebrae sections discovered regrain, especially barley and wint- cently' in the Los Banos foothills
er oats. This increase is due are from the -larges, sea reptile
_
not so much to the desire of
farmers to shift from allotted
corn acreages to non-controlled
'crops as to the availability of
new and superior varieties. In
the last 20 years barley and
oats have become very dependable crops in Kentucky anc
where they fit into the cropping
system they may be produced
at lower cost than corn and a
good substitute for it.
The best varieties of barley
are Kenbar and Dayton. Dubois
is the most recently recommended variety of winter oats. Seed
4 all these new varieties can
he purchased in "certified" qualty. which is a safe precaution
in view of the impossibility of
detecting either varietal purity
or freedom from diseases in
regular run Seed.
Much progress has also been
made in developing improved.
wheat varieties. ractically none
of the varieties grown ten years
ago are recommended today. They
have been replaced by Knox,
Dual, Todd ad Vermillion which
are more resistant to low ternperatures, diseases and insects;
they also have stronger stems
and produce high yields of good
qbality grain.
a suefliKKLE-FACEn ttilrly cCoy,6tose_fosteii_parents waged
A.befcrre -sr
is--ttutata
curtrStAn.
a
ecuTis
ex
har-custody,
for
battle
cessfdi five yew
lic;; just fieT4•
67i
fewgraduating exercises in a
grade
first
at
speech
welcoming
giving a
read a scorching article on the
appears ready to take
Miami Beach, Fla., school. A young classmate
Hildy and for Mr. and
high cost of the farm subsidy,
for
day
great
a
was
It
mike.
the
at
his turn
Baltimore is going to be less unin Boston when she was
GETTING A PARKINO TICKET in
I stopped by at a roadside home
Mrs. Melvin Ellis, who adopted Hildy
these two lady ticketers go into
when
she
3,
that
June
later
beginning
claimed
pleasant
Catholic,
to purchase some fresh country
10 days old The natural mother, a
Jean C. Press (left) and Rosa
are
a
maids
to
Hildy
meter
send
new
to
sought
action. The
eggs. In answer to my question
did not know the Ellises -.vere Jewish and
chic!) uniform for women
(and
new
the
Soundphoto)
wear
They
(International
N'aughn.
Lee
as to their cost the farm wife
Catholic institution in Massachusetts.
(international Sound photo)
officers.
parking
police
apologetically pr iced them at
thirty cents a dozen. I had a
guilty feeling paying her se little,
even though her regular market
price was several cents lower.
But, on the other hand, my storebought eggs had been costing
me almost twice the price she
asked. I know the producer could
barely get back her feed costs,
to say nothing of returns on
her investment and labor.
Parity price for farm commodities is still hovering around
82 which means that things
farmers sell are bringing 82
per cent of a fair price in terms
of what they buy. If, by some
.miraele, farm prices should rise
to 100 per cent of parity, the
coat to the American pe3pie
would be stupendous and would
make the cost of the 'present
farm program took like peanuts.
And this leads ate to wonder
whether the public is subsidizing
the farmer, or the farmer is
*
I subsidizing the public.

Livestock
Report

THEY WRITE PARKING TICKETS

-•

"Because the reptile had' very
sharp teeth, it couldn't chew its
food and had a gizzard with
wrich to 'chew' and digest what
it ate" as it fed on fish and
other sea Creatures, he said.
Diss.Vrells said there was

monetary value to the find so
far.
"It usually takes $10,000 or so
to dig out enough bones to construct a skelettin and another
$10,000 to place it on exhibition,"
said.

180 to 244) lbs mixed weights
and grades 19.75 to 20.25; top
20.75; highest since June 30,
1955; sows 1 to 3 grade 400 lbs
down 17 io 17.75.
Cattle 1.000. Calves .(11). Mode.rately active; prices strong; good
and choice steers 22.50 to 23.50;
high choice mixed steers and
heifers 23.25; cows dull; barely
steady; utility and commercial
13.50 to 16; bulls down; utility
and. commercial 15 to 17; vealers
slow; steady; prime to 25; choice
21 to 23.

1I
i

Cir
1
Cir.(
Th
Unitec

Sheep 300. Fully steady clean...
up trading; hardly enough
test trend; good to prime spring
larfilas 22 to 24.50; utility and
good 19 to 21; cull to choice
shorn slaughter ewes 2.50 to 5.50.

tor
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TO THE VOTERS #
Of MURRAY

4New-

Ashe

It is a real-privilege to be the Democratic nominee
for Mayor of the City of Murray and I am indeed grateful for the honor.
I will endeavor to promote and continue the progregs that has been our good fortune in Murray.
While serving the City of Murray I will continue to
work with the citizens of Calloway County to advance
the interestof
Thank yoy_very much for the opportunitylf
..--

Holmes Ellis

1

TESTING A NEW LANDING—CRAFT-

•

•

Get in the tine-car swim
at the low Ford price!

RESUILI
mg. Wha

ea

Army Experiments
In Keeping Foods
Fresh For Troops
A PROTOTYPE 40-foot landing craft, powered by a 500-horsepower
gas turbine engine, is demonstrated at the U.S. naval gun factory
In Washington. The new engine weitths two-thirds of the 165-h.p.
engine it replaced. Speed Is doubled while vibration is minimized.

•

PURIM & THURMAN
GENERAL INSURANCE
So.

Phone 842

Side Court Square

— SAVINGS ON AUTO INSURANCE —

STOCKTON, Calif. — 01 —
The Army's future feeding program may • have fresh foods for
'men in the front lines without
need of refrigeration as a result of planned experiments for .
a new food' radiation center here.
The Army recently awarded
Varian Associates, a Palo Alto ,
electronics firm, a contract for
construction of n electron linear
accelerator to test ionizing radirepresentatives said a
Varian
a
'ation
program of feeging irradiated
food to human volunteers has
been proceeding over a period of
many months. Frequent medical •
examinations, of the volunteers
'have to date revealed no harmful
effects from the irradiated diet.

Anserica's favorite con.trhblis is on. of 21 Ford mode.' for 1957

Thank You....
I should like to simply thank each of you for the
tri,st and confidence which you manifested Tuesday,
My 28th by nominating me to represent the Democratic
pa ty for the office of County Attorney'.
My family and I shall forever be grateful for this
expression of your confidence in selecting me for this
position in your official family.
I invite your continued interest and advice in the
conduct of this office.
Sincerely,

- a "fancy price" to enjoy 'fine-car
-y
There's no need ti pa
Ford is lowest priced' of the low-price three, yet oilers values
.01
you'd expect only in cars costing far more!
To start with, you can easily pay twice the
money, and not find lines that can hold a candle
to Ford's for lowneit. loveliness, or just plain
good taste.
BUt step Inside. That's when you'll find the
real evidence of Ford's quality!

And, on the way in, note that
Ford offers door checks that
• hold doors open in either of
Iwo positions - for easy entrance or exit. A little thing.
But, in a fine car, why not?
Then, inside, notice.how cornfortable those plush, foam-rubber seats are.
Theyll stay that way. And on long trips. For
they're scientifically contoured over non-sag
springs. Your rear-seat passengers are treated
extra kindly, too-'-with spring assists tp help

Ford's rear springs automatically adjust to
give the right ride for every road. And Ford
'keeps things quiet, with the most sound insulation in its field. w'
the
th
rt
them open and close the doors-wi
leg room in Ford's field!
Fine cars are smooth—and that's another
place Ford really shows its stutt I

Ford delivers its famous V-8 power smooth as
a whisper. That's because only Ford takes the
pains to electronically balance each engine
u-laile running under its own power. Not even
the makers of the most costly cars go this far to
bring you super-smooth performance!

•

in the new kind of

1-,

BOB MILLER

LEAVI
Fine cars are bunt to stay solid. So's Ford!

its field to make use
of rugged tubular steel beams. No car at the
price offers so many roof-strengthening beams.
Expensive cars aren't built of thicker body steel
Ford rides fine-car smooth and quiet, too.
with sounder engineering skill. Then, of
or
"Inner
new
You can thank the
--entirie,. in Ford you can have all the power
Ford" for that. Ford, for inassists and other conveniences found in fine
stance, has a swept-back front
cars. Anitthey cost far less in Ford.* Yes sir! In
suspension that actually "rolls
every feature, every part, VOill is the fine car
with the punch" of every road
at half the fine-car price. Come in and see!
bump. -

Get*in on the fun and savings now

Ford has the only frame in

FORD

•Based on comparison of
Ma nufacturrrs' sugszerted
retail ciclirered prices

PARKER MOTORS •
701 Main

•"A chur
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for all." T/
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